
FUNKUPONYA, a quartet based out of Raleigh, North Carolina was formed by a chance meeting off Craigslist in the 
spring of 2008. Featuring Doug Carter on guitar, Brian Werner on keys, Leo Kishore on bass, and Carl Blackwell on 
drums, the band strives to create ear catching melodies mixed with heated improvised jams, resulting in a rhythmic 
experience that keeps the body moving. Polished guitar mingles with stratospheric keyboards to keep the audience on 
their toes. All the while, the no-nonsense rhythm section keeps the music honest and forward-moving. These are the 
new guys on the Southeast funk and jam scene.

Biographical Info

DOUG CARTER (GUITAR)
Doug hails from Montclair, New Jersey and has pursued the life of a true musical gypsy, 
exploring music scenes in Jersey, New York, South Florida, Atlanta, Boston, and Seattle 
before settling in Raleigh, North Carolina.  He was formally trained a Berklee College in 
Boston, and has worked in the music industry in several capacities.  He has gained valuable 
insights by working as a musician, FOH Engineer, recording engineer, composer, producer, 
arranger, and educator. As a modern day Renaissance man, Carter � lls a crucial role in 
Funkuponya’s live performances as well as in their studio recordings, having recorded, 

mixed and mastered the tracks to the band’s debut album. He has worked with some of the music industry’s most 
respected individuals, and continues to produce music projects both professionally and in his home studio. Carter’s 
polished guitar and songwriting skills are crucial to the Funkuponya sound..

BRIAN WERNER (KEYBOARDS)
Brian grew up under the gray, dreary skies of Rochester, New York.  Since relocating to 
Raleigh in 1996, he has played in several different bands, spanning the rock, jam, and 
funk genres. Originally a self-taught piano player, Brian was introduced to the Hammond 
organ during his annual pilgrimages to New Orleans, and organ funk quickly became his 
primary focus.  After spending several years touring the Southeast with the rock band 
Drifting Through, Brian started an instrumental funk duo called Mayhap and continues to 
play in the jazz/funk genre. Brian’s keyboard playing provides a spirited counterpoint to 

Carter’s guitar in Funkuponya’s arrangements, resulting in delicious, jazzy interchanges.

LEO KISHORE (BASS)
Leo grew up in Greenville, North Carolina and � rst discovered his love and talent for music 
by playing trombone in the school band.  After picking up the bass guitar in high school, 
Leo’s focus changed, and he has been an avid player and collector of bass guitars ever 
since. In developing his skills in order to be a “well-rounded” bass player, Leo has played 
in a variety of bands.  Leo plays comfortably within many different genres, and has an 
arsenal of tunes from his years playing funk, jazz, rock, folk, metal, hip-hop, bluegrass and 
world music. Kishore was a member of Raleigh’s seminal jam grass band, Barefoot Manner, 

and then joined No Strings Attached.  Kishore displays extensive and varied in� uences with his spirited bass playing, 
resulting in an energetic, enthusiastic mix.

CARL BLACKWELL (DRUMS)
Carl began playing the drum set at age eleven, and has been primarily self-taught ever 
since. His � rst performances were in his high school jazz ensemble under the direction of 
Tommy Smith, a renowned jazz trombonist and music instructor.  Carl continued his educa-
tion at UNCG’s School of Music in the early 90s.  In the 15 years since then, has performed 
with various regional blues, funk, soul, rock and jazz bands across North Carolina, both as 
a sideman and band leader.  Carl is a student of New Orleans, Afro-Cuban and Brazilian 
drumming and these styles have all become critical in� uences in his musical approach to 

the drum set.  As the anchor of Funkuponya’s muscular rhythm section, Blackwell’s drumming meshes seamlessly with 
Kishore’s bass, providing intriguing foundations for their band mates.

Booking Contact:  leo@funkuponya.com
For information about Funkuponya gigs, or to purchase a copy of their debut CD, please visit www.funkuponya.com.



“If I was told to sum this up in one word, that word 
would be ‘WOW!’. There is really nothing that can 
be said in words about this band that can describe 
what they do, how they sound or how good they are. 
Check your calendar and make sure you check out 
Funkuponya any chance you get…”

– Dan Stahl, Raleighmusic.com
 
“Like with any good band, it’s hard to find any weak 
link here. But, on top of the chops, the musical style 
of each person in this group is unique - they all feel 
completely comfortable with any direction the music 
takes. You might think at first that these are some 
good jams but, when they stop it on a dime or take 
you plunging to a new direction -you can tell; these 
guys make looking tight easy….”

– Andy Garber, Liveaudiomag.com 
 
“This Raleigh instrumental quartet isn’t afraid to  
disappear into a haze of sativa. It’s keyed by Brian 
Werner’s swampy keyboard trill and bassist Leo 
Kishore’s feral pops, with Doug Carter offering jazzy 
guitar swing and drummer Carl Blackwell holding it 
together with sturdy snare drum and cymbal snaps.”

– Chris Parker, Indyweek, Raleigh NC

What the critics are saying...
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